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FUTURE INDUSTRIES
HUB STUTTGART

The region surrounding Stuttgart is one of the most important 
business and economic centers in Germany. It is renowned 
for its innovative spirit and leadership role across numerous 
industries. The open-minded and innovative nature of small and 
medium-sized leaders of global markets as well as established 
companies has made the city famous around the world. 

The Digital Hub Stuttgart continues this tradition and connects 
the start-up culture with companies from the region, in order 
to create innovative solutions in the fields of smart products, 
mobility, AI, and Industry 4.0 together. It facilitates access 
to capital for founders and enables companies to access 
international talent.
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1. CODE_n Innovation SPACES

The CODE_n SPACES make up 4,500 square 
meters with offices, cozy lounges, and versatile 
workshop areas. They provide a creative platform for 
people who challenge the status quo and envision 
a potentially different future for their industries.

Target group: Start-ups, corporates

2. Innovation Services

With our innovation services, we help companies 
build and execute innovation processes and activities 
using our portfolio of partners. The services include 
workshops and additional assistance on how 
corporates can aid the growth of their own start-ups 
or how to streamline their innovation processes.

Target group: Corporates

3. Start-up Acceleration

Start-ups have the chance to learn from seasoned 
mentors, find new ways of structuring their business, 
and find their perfect match. In addition, we also 
offer opportunities for start-ups to participate 
in contests and educational programs.

Target group: Start-ups
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